
+  Founded by Alicia Hare, Ph.D in December 2017 

+  Tournesol is a leadership consulting firm that partners with CEOs, senior leaders, and 
their teams in times of significant change, using a unique approach called lead brighter.

+  When leaders choose to lead brighter, they harness their platform — people, 
power, influence, and money — to create a brighter future, one filled with shared 
prosperity, equality, connection, discovery, beauty, and joy.

+  Using an innovative set of tools, leaders who lead brighter spark new offerings, 
experiences, and business models to generate growth and profits, while making a 
measurable impact on people’s lives. 

+  Tournesol works in partnership with: 

-  leaders in a new role, team, or company

-  leaders who are ready to elevate performance, scale impact, or secure their legacy

-  companies or leaders at an important inflection point, navigating a new year, planning cycle, 
critical moment in their company’s lifecycle, or looking to drive growth or company renewal  

-  organizations charting their course in a rapidly changing industry and world

+  Has worked with leaders from a range of Fortune 100 and 500 companies, including:

- the CEO of a multi-billion dollar healthcare company 

- the president of a global entertainment company

- the incoming CEO of one of the world’s largest global retailers

+  Tournesol partners with leaders to achieve their goals and uplevel their skills in a 
range of ways by helping them to, including:

- Develop their leadership narrative and approach 

- Reconnect and reinspire their teams 

- Make the transition from founder to new CEO

- Step into a new CEO or C-suite role

- Set a new vision or direction

- Create a strategic plan 

- Design and facilitate strategic sessions and offsites 

- Transform their organization 

- Design gatherings to inspire and align their people 

- Engage their people to drive a plan forward

- Launch strategic initiatives 

- Accelerate progress against their plan 

- Stay on track to deliver their goals

About Tournesol
For additional 
information, contact: 
Kiki Keating 
kiki@kikinetwork.com
  603-858-2733



About founder & CEO  
Alicia Hare, Ph.D
+  Former President at SYPartners, 

strategy executive at Target; head of 
business transformation for Sensis, 
an Australian media company; and 
principal at Destra Consulting Group, 
an organizational effectiveness 
consulting firm

+  Author of The Unfolding Path: A Way 
to Live and Lead in Our Times, a seven-
book set that invites leaders to do the 
deep inner work required to step up and 
lead others to a brighter future

+  Past keynote speaker at the World 
Business Forum, Chief Strategy 
Officer Summit, Strategic Planning 
Innovation Summit, and Women in 
Strategy Summit

+  Earned her B.A. from Rice, M.Ed. from 
Harvard, M.B.A. from The Rotman 
School of Management at the University 
of Toronto, and Ph.D. from the University 
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

+  Lives in the San Francisco Bay Area 
where she hikes, gardens, and shares 
her life with her daughter and career-
changed service dog, Sky

Additional resources

Read Alicia Hare’s blog posts and insights at leadbrighter.com/getinspired

Follow Alicia Hare and Tournesol on 

Learn more at leadbrighter.com

What makes Tournesol unique?

+  Founded by a woman in a traditionally male-dominated field, 

challenging and changing the status-quo in CEO consulting

+  Innovated and uses a proprietary approach called leading 

brighter, harnessing the full power of a leader’s platform to 

elevate performance and improve the quality of people’s lives

+  Unlike traditional consulting firms that plan but don’t execute, 

Tournesol helps leaders imagine change, chart the path to 

make it real, and take the practical steps necessary to make it 

happen, from start to finish

+  Cultivates a sense of true partnership, working side-by-side  

with leaders to help them build their futures, not telling them 

what to do

+  Committed to creating a culture of equality, equity, inclusion, 

and diversity, striving to make each person feel seen, respected, 

and valued

+  Uses fit-for-purpose teams that are thoughtfully assembled, 

with a rotating roster of experts in each field, for a full range of 

expertise and capabilities

https://www.leadbrighter.com/theunfoldingpath
https://www.leadbrighter.com/theunfoldingpath
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aliciahare/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tournesol-llc/mycompany/

